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 parT – a (10×2=20 Marks)

1. What is meant by modular programming ?

2. Write about the different types of interrupts supported in 8086.

3. Define machine cycle.

4. Define Bus.

5. list the advantages and disadvantages of parallel communication over serial 
communication.

6. What is key bouncing ?

7. How to set 8051 in idle mode ?

8. illustrate the DJnZ instruction.

9. mention the features of serial port in mode 0. 

10. How is a/D converter interfaced with 8051 ?
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 parT – B (5×13=65 Marks)

11. a) i)  Explain the internal hardware architecture of 8086 microprocessor with 
neat diagrams. (10)

 ii) Write a short note about assembler directives. (3)

(or)
 b) Explain the various addressing modes of 8086 microprocessor with suitable 

examples. 

12. a) Explain in detail about the system bus timing of 8086.

(or)
 b) Explain the following :

 i) multiprocessor system. (4)
 ii) coprocessor. (3)
 iii) multiprogramming. (3)
 iv) semaphore. (3)

13. a) i)  Explain how D/a and a/D interfacing done with 8086 with an 
application. (8) 

 ii) What is Dma ? Explain the Dma based data transfer using Dma controller. (5)

(or)
 b) i) Draw the block diagram of traffic light control system using 8086. (7)

 ii) Write the algorithm and assembly language program for traffic light control 
system. (6)

14. a) Describe the architecture of 8051 with neat diagram. 

(or)
 b) Discuss the ports and its circuits of 8051.

15. a) With a neat circuit diagram explain how a 4 × 4 keypad is interfaced with 
8051 microcontroller and write 8051 alp for keypad scanning. 

(or)
 b) Draw the schematic for interfacing a stepper motor with 8051 microcontroller 

and write 8051 alp for changing speed and direction of motor.

 parT – c (1×15=15 Marks)

16. a) Develop a 8086 based system with 128 ram and 4K rom, to display the word 
Happy for every 2 ms in the common anode seven segment lED display. 
Explain the delay timings. (15)

(or)
 b) Design a circuit to generate 12 mHz frequency for a system. Write a program 

for generation of unipolar square waveform of 1 KHz frequency using Timer 0 
of 8051 in mode 0. (15)
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